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Abstract – The formal descriptions of data association
and target-tracking algorithms are forbiddingly
formidable for non-expert eyes. Evaluating performance
of tracking systems commercially proposed, based on
only mathematics, requires the work of several full-time
experts. It is still doubtful if the supplier is really
implementing what the formulae describe. A subjective
evaluation based on benchmark scenarios is seen to be
meaningful for non-technical decision-makers.
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1 Introduction

In early 1990’s, Finnish Air Force initiated the
acquisition of a modern system for generating radar-
based nationwide air situation picture. As usual, a
Request for Information and later, Request for Proposal
was sent out. It proved difficult to gain an understanding
of the actual capabilities of the proposed systems based on
the descriptions provided by the prospective suppliers,
especially when considering different environmental and
tactical conditions. To make an informed decision,
another approach was required.

1.1 Concepts and background

Air situation picture is the foundation of air defence
command and control operations. Almost every decision
is based on the information given in the ASP. Please
note the different concepts of “Recognized Air Situation
Picture (RASP)” and “Target Air Situation Picture
(TASP)”.  Recognized ASP contains fully correlated and
compiled information from intelligence, reconnaissance,
surveillance, civil Air Traffic Control and many other
sources. This full RASP is the food of the decision-
makers.

As depicted in Figure 1, in FAF organization the
generation of “raw” Target ASP, which contains only
information on where things are and how they are
moving, is a separate processing step. In this
presentation, we are only concerned with the generation

positional and kinematic data, that is, TASP. Any further
reference to “air situation picture” is referring to the
Target Air Situation Picture of target locations and
velocities.

1.2 Requirements

There are two basic requirements for any method that
generates a situation picture. The air situation picture
generated should be complete: no missing targets are
desired. It should be pure: no false information such as
generated by clutter and noise plots, are desired. Any
radar tracker, however, is at the mercy of radar
detections. Radar detection is a process of distinguishing
vanishingly small signals from a background, the said
background being random processes and uncontrollable
natural phenomena.

In operational use, the generation of the air situation
picture is working under tight real-time constraints. It
was recognized that the algorithms proposed are not
necessarily running in their final target environments yet.
For this reason timing issues as well as database
integrities and whatnot were given a only a small weight
in the consideration. Of prime importance was the quality
of the air situation picture itself.
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Figure 1. Air surveillance data flow



1.3 Motivation

The proposals submitted in response to FAF requests
gave favourable impressions on the target tracking
expertise of the various suppliers. The descriptions were
chock-full of cryptic abbreviations such as VDF, MHT,
IMM, JPDA, IE, EKF, USD and so forth. When the
actual data processing principles were given, the
systems of partial differential, stochastic, probabilistic
and matrix equations were slightly formidable.

It was thought that no-one would propose a tracker of
such complexity as suggested by the descriptions
without having really developed and tested in internally.
So, since any serious vendor obviously has their tracker
implemented at least in some environment, let us inject
a number of radar detections to the tracker and look at
the resulting air situation picture.  The subjective
quality, “how does it look”, will be a much more reliable
metric than a legion of obscure statistical figures of
merit, let alone a “learn’d analysis” of the mathematical
algorithm descriptions.  Examination of system output
in response to a known input is well known and
accepted method in control system theory. This time,
however, there was no attempt to estimate the transfer
function but to gain a qualitative understanding of the
system behaviour.

2 Benchmark scenarios

Benchmarking proceeded in several stages. At each
stage, a number of test scenarios were made. These
included a multiplicity of target trajectories, radar
configurations and clutter sources in various
combinations. The intention was to approximate realistic
expectations of national air defence surveillance
capability. Finland being a relatively small country, the
scenario covered a rectangular area of roughly 2000
kilometres to side.

We were later told (to our astonishment) that our
scenarios were in a class of their own. The next most
complicated test one manufacturer had encountered,
contained eight targets on simple trajectories within a
square 100 kilometres to side.

2.1 Target trajectories

For the baseline workload of the system, at all times
there were 300..500 active targets on fairly simple, easily
observable situations. Some of these were using regular
air corridors in the same way civilian, commercial flights
are expected to do. Some of them were buzzing aimlessly
around, like a hobbyist aviator on a beautiful summer
day in uncontrolled airspace. A few of these, however,
were flying at un-hobbyist speeds of 0,8 Mach.

For additional evaluation purposes, a number of designer
trajectories, or benchmark targets, were added. These
included formation patterns, aggressors and interceptors
in dogfight, and trajectories with fine-tuned

characteristics to test various capabilities of the tracking
system, both association and estimation algorithms. As
an indication of the complexity of the tests, consider the
true paths depicted in Figure 2. These curvaceous
trajectories are taken from a tiny fragment of a test
scenario.

In the upper portion of this figure as well as running
diagonally, we see two targets performing consecutive
tightening 90° turns. These trajectories provide a means
to evaluate the tracker performance for manoeuvring
targets. Vertically and terminating in lower left corner
weave three or more targets involved in a dogfight. They
were thought to provide a realistic test of intersecting
targets that are relatively close to each other for extended
periods.  Slightly above the dogfight, we see five parallel
stripes: a formation to test tracking of close group
targets.

2.2 Radar configurations

The simulated radars were of four different types, with
associated different maximum ranges, false alarm rates
and other characteristics. Partial descriptions of the
simulated radars are given in Table 1. The clutter and
noise densities given here are the nominal values. The
actual values used in the simulation were adjusted during
the scenario according to the expected jamming situation.

The total number of radars deployed was about forty. Not
all radars were active all the time. A scenario might
begin with half the radars operating. After a few peaceful
minutes, readiness would be increased and some more
radars would be brought online. As the “hostile activities”
escalate, most or all of the radars would suffer from
increased noise and thus, increased false alarm rate and

Figure 2. Some true target paths in one scenario



decreased probability of detection. A few additional
radars could be brought online; this provided only a
temporary relief, however. In a few more minutes, some
of the radars would be forced offline, as if due to either
excessive jamming or direct enemy action.

The changing radar configurations as well as clutter and
jamming situations are reflected Figure 3. The smooth,
uppermost line represents the number of targets in the
surveillance area. The less smooth lines represent the
data rates as number of radar plots per second. Total
number of plots (next highest) and number of plots from
true targets (lowest line) are given separately. The
discontinuities indicate clearly the positions where
number of radars on-line change drastically. A clear
trend in the mid-section indicates the deterioration of
probability of detection under the adverse conditions
imposed by the “aggressor”.

The total number of radars deployed was about forty. Not

all radars were active all the time. A scenario might
begin with half the radars operating. After a few peaceful
minutes, readiness would be increased and some more
radars would be brought online. As the “hostile activities”
escalate, most or all of the radars would suffer from
increased noise and thus, increased false alarm rate and
decreased probability of detection. A few additional
radars could be brought online; this provided only a
temporary relief, however. In a few more minutes, some
of the radars would be forced offline, as if due to either
excessive jamming or direct enemy action.

2.3 Clutter and jamming

In addition to false plots generated by radar equipment
internal noise, clutter and jamming created additional
false alarms. Moreover, the probability of detection was
decreased for radars deemed jammed. Radar internal
noise was constant for each radar throughout a given
scenario. Ground clutter was automatically generated

Table 1. Properties of simulated radars

Radar 1 (3D) Radar 2 (2D) Radar 3 (2D) Radar 4 (2D) unit

Max range 450 300 100 100 km

Scan rate 6 4 12 12 rpm

Range standard deviation 20 160 15 140 m

Azimuth standard deviation 0,2 0,1 0,5 0,7 deg

Ground echoes
(simulated terrain)

100 20 10 10 1 / scan

Cloud echoes
(not incl chaff)

40 30 10 10 1 / scan

Noise plots
(uniform distribution)

40 10 10 7 1 / scan

Figure 3 Number of trajectories (smooth). True (lower) and total plot rates (higher).



using an internal digital terrain model. Both cloud and
chaff clutter was generated using similar functionality: an
area of increased clutter for all radars; the airborne clutter
sources were moving slowly across the affected area.
Chaff dispersion was not modelled: the chaff area came
into existence and was terminated quite abruptly.

2.4 Simulation

The ground truth on flight paths was given over to radar
simulation. Radars simulated were performing
statistically according to the figures given in Table 1.
The clutter and jamming were allowed to modify these
properties for certain time intervals. A simulated terrain
provided additional blind zones; radar visibility was
limited not only by the 4/3 horizon but by terrain
shadowing as well.

The simulation results, that is, radar detections, were
delivered to the prospective suppliers as rectangular,
numeric-only ASCII files on media compatible with
various engineering workstations. No indication was
given whether a given detection was due to target, noise,
clutter or jamming, since this is unknown in the real
world, too. This decision was known to cause additional
problems in the statistical analysis stage, however

3 Tracking results

In time, the candidate suppliers delivered the results from
their tracking system. One participant gave up the game,
claiming an inability to read the data transfer media, but
the rest had valiantly processed the data given and
generated what they believed to be an air situation picture
The data was again presented as rectangular, numeric-
only ASCII files on media compatible with various
engineering workstations. Visualization of the track files
was the fun part; however, some members of the project
management team indicated a preference for descriptive
statistical information on the quality of the generated air
situation picture.

Generating meaningful statistics was not fun.  A research
team at Tampere University of Technology was given the
task of generating the statistics. This team had also done
the grunt work of generating the simulation data.

We present here very small fragments, which we believe
to be representative samples of the evaluation runs. The
tracking results presented in the following figures come
from the candidates that were able to provide reasonably
good results. The mediocre and poor results, while
illuminating, are not so pretty as to print them in the
proceedings. In the project management meetings the
visualizations were done as real-time animations; here we
give a full time history over a selected period and area.

3.1 Intersecting trajectories

The tracking results from two different vendors for a set
of intersecting trajectories are compared in  Figures 4 and

5. This scenario fragment was one of those specifically
constructed to test data association capacities. The
detections were strong and regular. Some noise-
originated false plots were present.

 

Figure 4. Intersecting trajectories, tracker a

Figure 5. Intersecting trajectories, tracker b

The tracker 'a' has performed in a satisfactory fashion.
Most of the tracks continue reasonably well throughout
the ambiguity area. Only at the very intersection are
problems encountered: a wildly gyrating set of tracks
emerges from the confusion towards a northerly direction.
One track was momentarily lost but regained very soon.

Tracker 'b' gives results that cover approximately the
general area of the target formation movement. The
problems start already in the region where the targets
were well separated. The intersection itself is lost among
the track deviations. All tracks terminate prematurely
soon after the intersection, in a region where the target
separation should be reasonable for data association to
work.

3.2 Parallel trajectories

The tracking results from the same two vendors for a set
of parallel trajectories are compared in Figures 6 and 7.
This scenario fragment was designed to evaluate the data



association and group tracking capabilities. Again, some
noise was present but the target detections were strong
and regular.

Figure 6. Parallel formation trajectories, tracker a

Figure 7. Parallel formation trajectories, tracker b

Tracker 'a' is giving admirably reasonable estimated
tracks. At the very end, where the detections cease, some
of the tracks deviate towards noise plots before being
terminated. Tracks given by tracker 'b' in contrast are not
very reasonable. With some imagination, it is possible to
estimate the general overall area of target formation
movement, but the number of targets and their behaviour
is completely unknown. Track termination logic is not
performing too well, either: tracks are continued too long
on noise plots alone – or possibly without plots at all.

3.3 Figures of merit

Descriptive statistics in the form of a number of figures of
merit (FOM) were defined. To compute the figures, it was
necessary to associate the vendor-generated track

fragments to the true path files. Since true-path reference
numbers were not given to the vendors, only positional
and kinematic time-series data were available. The
association problem is not unlike the one required in
multitarget tracking systems. Tampere University of
Technology team had during the preliminary study stage
created both mono- and multiradar, multitarget trackers.
One of these provided a suitable frame for the associator
needed for FOM computation. Some of the tracking
results were, unfortunately, highly fragmented, which
resulted in very slow processing.

4 Lessons learned

This section is intended to provide the larger community
an opportunity to a) be entertained at the experience of
less than knowledgeable customer representatives, and b)
learn from the mistakes the persons described at point a
have made. It was the first time any of the members of
the FAF project team had tried this approach, so naturally
it was a learning experience. What we did not expect was
that it proved to be a learning experience to quite a few of
the vendors, as well.

4.1 What was wrong with the scenarios

The scenarios, while complex and large, were still too
simple. The primary oversimplification was that the
concept of nationwide tracking system was not tested at
all. The communication bandwidth limitations may
require local or regional distributed tracking, with
interesting track combination problems. Also unexplored
were the results of partitioning and re-unification of a
multi-node tracker system.

The scenarios used were fairly complex. The number of
targets and the behaviour of trajectories were felt to be
sufficiently problematic. However, the natural laws of e.g.
jamming effectiveness were only approximated, and it is
now felt that the approximations were “too nice”.

4.2 What was wrong with the simulations

The various noise components in the simulations were
either zero-mean Gaussian distributed or uniform. This,
while the usual assumption in derivation of Kalman
filters, is not always realistic. Various glint and
fluctuation phenomena result in bimodal, Rayleigh and
exponential distributions, which may well wreak havoc
with theoretically perfect tracking systems. In addition, it
was later discovered that actual bugs had crept into the
simulation routines, resulting in a confusion of biases and
noises.

Much of the false plots were either uniform or, again,
Gaussian distributed in time and/or space, possibly block
distributed. It is now felt by some members of the team
that these approximations are not necessarily very close
to reality of some radar installations. Unfortunately,
much of nature remains unexplored, and for many cases,



the zero-mean Gaussian assumption is still the best we
can do.

The FAF approach was to generate the simulated radar
plots in-house. This guarantees that candidates get
exactly the same starting point for their work. Data
conversions were not entirely without problems, however,
and some unnecessary confusion resulted from difference
of underlying, unannounced assumptions from each
partner, FAF included.

The generation of meaningful data is a decidedly non-
trivial task. A good alternative to consider would be to
give the vendors simply the scenario descriptions and let
them simulate the data themselves. We feel, however,
that this would require a high degree of trust: how do we
know that the tracking team is not peeking at the true
path files from the simulation team?

4.3 What was wrong with the analysis of results

Simply looking at the output air situation picture is
intuitively obvious and gives fairly consistent results from
one evaluator to the next one. Descriptive statistics in the
form of various figures of merit were generated to give an
“objective” frame of reference. This was highly
problematic.

The team did not trust the visual comparison quite
enough. Later examination showed that animation
display of almost any 30 second segment of the air
situation picture correlates with the descriptive statistics
with 90% confidence. The effort taken to generate the
statistics was obviously not wholly justified.

To generate meaningful statistics from comparison of true
paths and tracks it is necessary to correlate these. The
association of track segments to trajectories is a decidedly
non-trivial task. Since we did not trust the vendors
enough to include target reference numbers in the
detections, this association had to be performed on
chronological and positional information only. It proved
problematic to perform this reliably; so descriptive
statistics were generated for small portions of the
scenarios.

The choice of the figures of merit is still another matter.
The FAF team found two primary guidelines decisive.
First, you must yourself understand what each figure of
merit represents; as not only a concept but so well that by
looking at a plot of tracks and trajectories you are able to
form a rough estimate by visual examination alone.
Second, don’t define too many different figures of merit.
FAF team found that most of the tracking performance
could be described in three or four well-chosen numbers.
Our current favourites include

Coverage: how much of the trajectory was tracked
Continuity: how many track segments were needed to
cover the trajectory
Confusion: how many track segments at each moment
were associated with the trajectory

False track birth rate: how much clutter is still presented
to the operator.

4.4 What was wrong with the vendors

The more cynical members of the project team created
three categories for the vendors, based on comparison of
the tracking results, technical part and commercial part
of the proposal. These categories were

- greedy: just want to get our money
- simple: do not know what they are doing
- constly: good results and they know it

In hindsight, it seems that many of the vendors were not
ready for the approach taken by FAF. Some companies
were confident that they would have many years to
implement, possibly even to research, the multi-radar
tracking system they had started to dream about. They
simply were not prepared to show any tracking results.
Some others had a nice tracking framework thought out
and even implemented, but the test revealed significant
anomalies in even the best of the efforts.

5 Conclusions

There was no way to predict the track behaviour seen in
the figures presented above. The tracker descriptions in
the proposal documents were comparable, as far as FAF
ability to interpret them goes.

It must be stressed that every proposed tracker performed
well, even very well, in some conditions. Any of them
would have been a strong candidate for ATC tracking
systems. Finnish Air Force, however, was purchasing a
military radar tracking system, where noise levels, target
observabilities and radar configurations are subject to
fluctuate unpredictably. Thus the selection criteria and
benchmark scenarios had to be rather stringent.

Descriptive statistics is a high-density method of
presenting the system performance. Statistics, however,
is lacking in the immediacy and intuitive obviousness of
the direct visualization and human comparison of the
result graphics. Generation of statistics requires fair
amount of effort; data association is definitely at least as
hard a problem here as it is for the tracking itself.

For the purchasing engineer in a hurry there is seldom
time enough to get immersed deeply enough in the
esoterica of the correlation, association and filtering
theory to make an informed decision on the algorithm
description alone. The Finnish Air Force chose the path
of visualization of generated air situation picture and
visual comparison with the simulated ground truth.
Simulation can generate a pretty table of descriptive
statistical figures of merit, but side-by-side comparison of
air situation picture output from various trackers gives
sufficiently robust justification; not only for the non-
expert engineer but even high-ranking economists and



officers seldom challenge the easily understood graphic
evidence.

Finnish Air Force has been satisfied with the results of
the experiment described above. We were able to disrobe
the proposals of mystique and glory and concentrate on
the real performance of the proposed systems. Thus the
competition was based on relevant issues, giving us nice
leverage at the negotiation table. It is highly likely that a
similar approach will be taken again in the future.


